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Run down this checklist and by the end you’ll have a Plan ! You’ll also have GOOD idea about what your
potential clients and customers are interested in and the type of people they are.

Keep notes on all steps. Some of the things you list will be needed in later steps.
You can do step 1 in about 40 minutes & step 2 in about 40 as well, but you’ll need to move fast !

STEPS (1A-E)
Any good plan involves some research, so the FIRST steps are finding out what your target clients and
customers like and want, and a bit about them.
This information can be used to help write good headlines and messages that show them how your product or
service is the thing they need. Or if necessary you can alter your product or service ( or develop something
new ).
We want to find out ...
What people are typing when they search and what their intention is - to buy ? to study ?
Other things that these people like.
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Where your best customers live or work and other demographic data.

STEP (2)
Second you need an overall plan of how to set up your website and online marketing; get Facebook and your
website working together and sort it all
out.
The online marketers ( or any type of
businesses ) who are surviving and
outperforming their competition, are doing
some basic things …
Providing a service or product that’s way
better than what was expected by their client
or customer.
Getting everything working together website, Facebook, emails, etc.
Testing their ads, looking into or asking people what they want and starting off by following pre-tested,
best-practices.
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Step 1a) Google Search
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INTENTION
Get a pen and paper, or open up a text editor like Notepad on Windows or TextEdit on a Mac so that you can
keep notes.
Make a list of the phrases that best describe your product or service ( 5 or 6 are good ).
Next list what you suspect people would be typing when they search for these things.
Go to Google search ( www.google.com ).
Type one of the phrases from above and watch the drop-down phrases that Google suggests as you type.
Note them down.
Also list the websites that appear on page one of the search results ( you can copy & paste these ). We
know that Google is choosing these results based on social indicators and links back from other websites,
and so they provide a good idea of what lots of people like.
After the search results appear, check how many Adwords are displaying. Google have last year ( 2016 )
removed the right column of Adwords, but you can still see paid ads at the top and bottom of the main
results. A good number of paid ads indicate that people are making money on this phrase & that it’s
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commercial ( eg: there are hardly ever any ads for the search phrase good jokes because there’s no money
to be made from that term ).
Scroll to the bottom of the results and look at the Searches related to [ your search phrase ]. These are
based on what other searchers typed prior to and after the current search phrase. Use them to check that
their search intention is what you expect ( cut and paste these into your notes ).
Use the related search phrases and Google’s suggested searches to get an idea of the intention of the
searchers. The suggested and related searches indicate if people are looking to buy, looking to get
employed, to get training or to hire someone.
Take a couple of the best search phrases that demonstrate the correct search intention and commercial
intention and use these in the next step to locate further things these people like.
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Step 1b) Facebook Search
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WHAT ELSE DO THEY LIKE ?
It’s best to open a new tab in your browser & keep the Google search page open as well.
Go to Facebook ( FB ) and make sure that you’re logged in. We’re going to use FB Audience Insights to
find out what things the target audience like.
Click the top-right down arrow to open the menu and then click Manage Adverts. If you haven’t advertised
with Facebook before, you may need to click Create Adverts.
Then click the top-left Facebook Adverts link and then the Audience Insights link. Facebook changes
things frequently, so these links may have changed position since I wrote this.
Select Everyone on Facebook and then choose your Country or the Location you’re interested in on the
left.
In the Interests box, type one of the things that describes your product ( the Advanced tab will also let you
refine your search be job titles, market segments and more ).
There will be a line of links at the top of the main box - Demographics, Page Likes, Location, Activity,
Household and Purchase. Select Page Likes. The lower results box will list specific businesses that are
liked by the target audience.
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Make a list of about the top 30 pages liked, for each of the search phrases. This information helps you to ...
- Offer people things they like as incentives.
- Write good headlines.
- Target your FB ads later on.
- Locate websites your prospects tend to visit - these are
where you can place ads.
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Step 1c) Demographics
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DEMOGRAPHICS
Update your lists ...
Locate the web address ( URL ) of a number of the larger websites associated with Page Likes on FB.
Also use some of the websites you listed in Step 1a.
Locate similar businesses & celebrities by using www.similarsites.com ( there is also
www.similarsitesearch.com ).
Now go to https://www.google.com/adwords
Either sign in, if you have a Google account, or click Start Now ( you don’t need to add a credit card to
have an AdWords account.
Open the Tools dropdown menu in the top navigation bar and click Display Planner.
Under Find new targeting ideas, open the Search for new targeting ideas using a phrase, website or
category box and type or paste in some of the websites on your list.
Click one of the buttons at the bottom.
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Note the demographic data.
Also go to https://www.similarweb.com and enter the URLs of some of the websites on your list in the
search field on their home page. There won’t be as much data for most smaller websites, so you may need
to try several websites.
Note the demographic data here as a comparison to the data you found in Google.
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Step 1d) Location
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WHERE ARE THEY ?
Next find out about the guys who would be your best
customers or clients.
Go to http://www.google.com/trends/ and enter the
main search phrases you have in the search bar.
The graph shows interest in the phrase over time,
which is useful in itself. But scroll down to the map
below.
The areas of the map are listed on the right, showing
most interest at the top.
Click on an area of the map to drill down into countries and states and you can locate the geographic areas
where your target audience is concentrated.
Find out where they are : which states and cities.
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Now you should have a good idea of what these people are interested in, their ages and education, what FB
pages and websites you’re likely to find them on and if they tend to be in certain locations.
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Step 1e) Quantity of Interest
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SEARCH-PHRASE VOLUMES
Looking at the number of searches for phrases that describe your product or services gives you an idea of the
value of promoting with those words.
The go-to tool for search volumes and locating search-phrase variations used to be Google’s free keyword tool,
which then became the Keyword Planner. Last year ( 2016 ) Google has throttled the amount of data you can
get ( if we’re not big spenders ) and only providing very broad ranges of search volumes, such as 1K - 10K.

I now use Bing and free tools by SEOBook and kwfinder.
You need a Bing Ads account to use their Keyword Planner, but you don’t have to pay anything or run a
campaign. Sign up here if you don’t have an account ... https://secure.azure.bingads.microsoft.com/Auth
There’s a light-grey horizontal menu bar at the top of the Bing As account. Click Keyword Planner under
the Tools menu item.
Choose Get search volume data and trends on the left.
Take the list of phrases that best describe your product or service that you made earlier. Also include the
drop-down phrases that Google suggests as you type and related searches.
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Paste in the list you compiled.
If not already set, select your country using the targeting option below the keywords box.
Click Get search volume.
Select the Keyword suggestions tab, rather than the Ad group suggestions tab.
Sort the Average Monthly Searches column so that the highest search volumes are at the top, by clicking
on the column heading.
Look for the terms that have the highest search volumes and show intention to solve the particular problem
or that have a commercial intention.
Also type in terms for other related and unrelated products that you know have high searches in your area.
This will give you an idea of what a good volume of searches is.
Create a free account at http://www.seobook.com.
Then go to http://tools.seobook.com/keyword-tools/seobook/ and enter a main keyword phrase. It only
checks search volumes in the UK, and only allows one phrase at a time, so use it along with the other 2
resources.
Go to https://kwfinder.com and do a similar thing.
You’ll either have found out that there are plenty of people looking for your product, or that there aren’t enough
to get you the sales you need.
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If there isn’t a good volume of interest for your product in the obvious or expected areas, then you can try
looking for other areas that could use your product.
For example - if there’s no longer any interest for strong, industrial seats and chairs in the manufacturing or
mining industries, you might find that there’s a good sized market of home-owners who like solid, enduring
outside furniture.
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Step 2) The Marketing Plan
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A PLAN HELPS YOU INCREASE BUSINESS FROM THE INTERNET
The way to succeed on the net is to channel people to a specific, central place and get them to do a specific
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thing. A business needs to develop a flow of new contacts, who remain in contact and become clients or
customers, then remain in contact with them and move them onto new things.
A lot of businesses have a Facebook page and a lot have a website.
Some businesses send people to their website from Facebook.
Some send people away from their website to Facebook.
Some businesses do both and also have links that send people back again to the other, or to Linked In and
various directories and even competitor’s websites.
The problem is that sending people all over the place disperses them and decreases business. The basic points
that should be sorted out are …

(1) DECIDE ON THE MAIN LOCATION OF THE BUSINESS ON THE WEB
For most businesses this is their website. For my brother-in-law who sells white-goods, it’s his Facebook page.
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(2) DECIDE ON THE PURPOSE
Decide what you want to happen when they get there. It could be to leave an email address, to phone you or
you may want to ad them to a Facebook audience or Google audience to target ads to them later.
The purpose of being online for most businesses is to contact new people and create new business. Other
reasons include credibility, providing service to current clients and direct sales ( but for most businesses, direct
sales won’t happen without building goodwill first, which involves contacting new people in the first place ).

(3) CREATE A FLOW
Direct everything to the central location. If it’s the website, then directory listings should link to it, not Facebook
or Linked In. And the business Facebook page & Linked In page should send people to the website ( for my
brother-in-law the website exists to send people to his business Facebook page because that’s his central
location ).

(4) DON'T SEND THEM AWAY
If the main business presence is the website, then don’t send them back to Facebook or Youtube with tempting
social icons and keep all links that send people away from the website to a minimum. Don’t have a links page
or links that send people to competitors or other places that will take business away from you !
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(5) GIVE THEM SOMETHING THEY WANT
If you want people to leave an email address or phone number, or to call you directly then make sure there’s a
prominent offer on the exact page they arrive on. Or simply provide the info & then add them to a Facebook or
Google audience if you’re sending people from a paid ad.

HOW TO WORK OUT A PLAN
Create a flowchart.
A visual flowchart makes it much easier to see how you’re going to run things. They are quite easy to create
and we use Lucidchart ( www.lucidchart.com ). There are a number of other online flowcharting apps around
as well. Here’s a picture of one of our online funnels or marketing sequences.
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So, create an account with Lucidchart and graph out your online funnel in a similar way to the diagram above
so that you can easily see how you’re directing people, where the contact info is going and what your offers are.
Decide on an initial something to offer people based on the research you completed in steps 1a to 1e.
Explain the offer on a website or Facebook ( FB ) page and tell them how to get the offer. You may ask
them for an email address, or it might be a sale.
An online flow starts by putting your messages & offers in front of the right people and saying the correct
things. The research you’ve just done will help with this. So choose a source of traffic to send people to the
website page. We’re currently using FB because it’s marketing and targeting have become incredible, and
it’s still cheaper than Google and LinkedIn ( for now ).
If you’re sending them from Facebook, collect the website visitors as a custom audience to re-send ads to
them later.
If they leave you an email address, then collect it to stay in touch with them, give them things and generate
goodwill.

Then the key to running successful campaigns is to test a lot and do it fast. It’s not often that a campaign or
marketing sequence runs perfectly from the start.
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NEED HELP PUTTING IT ALL
TOGETHER ? … CHECK THE
NEXT PAGE

Need more help putting together
a plan ?
Don’t know what apps and
services to use to make it work ?

Get these three things …
(1) A 7-Step flowchart for running an online business.
(2) Notes on how it works.
(3) A 21 page toolkit of resources showing what to uses to implement an online business.
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Get it from here …
http://spellboundweb.com/internet-marketing-toolkit

About Spellboundweb
Web development and marketing since 2003

We walk businesses through
setting up online marketing.
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